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For thousands of years, especially in the last millennium, Xiang dialects were deeply 
influenced by the immigrants of Gan dialect, (or dialects similar to Gan), Southwest 
Mandarin and Putonghua. Todau, the Yuanjiang dialect is a kind of New Xiang dialect 
which contains the characteristics of Gan and Xiang dialects. 
Previous studies on the Yuanjiang dialect generally stay on the description of 
phonology and vocabulary. Based on the field investigation and related corpus, the 
first chapter of this paper compares the phonetic differences between the new style 
and old style of Yuanjiang dialect , discusses the preservation and disappearance 
condition in the young, middle-aged and the old generations of Yuanjiang residents. It 
also analyzes the reasons for the phonetic differences between the new style and old 
style of Yuanjiang dialect.  
Based on this, in combination with the background of cultural history, especially the 
background of immigration history, after a series of comparison of the surrounding 
Xiang dialects, Gan dialect and Mandarin, the second and third chapter explore the 
reasons for the formation and the development laws of Yuanjiang dialect, analyzed the 
phonetic historical strata of Yuanjiang dialect. The high lexical similarity in the fourth 
chapter shows the fact that the Yuanjiang dialect was deeply eroded by Gan dialects in 
the history.  
Based on the comparison and analysis, we believe that the reason for the phonetic 
differences between the new style and old style of Yuanjiang dialect is the influences 
and penetration from Yiyang dialect and Mandarin. After the analysis of its phonetic 
historical strata, we can find that, as a kind of the new Xiang dialect, the phonetic 
changes in Yuanjiang dialect generally follow the laws of the phonetic changes caused 
by the impact of the Gan dialects and Mandarin in Xiang dialects. Especially the 
voiced fricative [z] in the middle-aged generation turns into laterals provides an 
important corpus evidence for the voiced initials changed to laterals in Yiyang dialect. 
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沿袭至今。1985 年，沅江县共 8 个区(三眼塘区、赤山区、草尾区、黄茅洲区、
阳罗区、南大区、泗湖山区、共华区)，1 个县属城关镇(琼湖镇)。下辖 8 个区
属镇、33 个乡、3 个芦苇场，县行政区划内还有茶盘洲、千山红两个国营农
场和南湾湖军垦农场。共 150280 户，646838 人，其中农业人口 576559 人；
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